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Convex real projective surfaces are quotients of simply convex domains in the
real projective plane RP2 under the properly discontinuous and free action of a
projective automorphism group. Such surfaces carry Hilbert metrics defined by
logarithms of cross ratios. We prove an analogous proposition to the Margulis
lemma in hyperbolic geometry holding for such a surface 7 with a Hilbert metric.
This allows us to decompose 7 into thick and thin components. We show a
compactness result that given a certain collection of simple closed curves :1 , ..., :n
on 7, the subset of the deformation space of convex structures P(7) corresponding
to structures where the Hilbert lengths of :1 , ..., :n are bounded above is compact.
 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
A real projective structure on a differentiable surface is a maximal atlas
of charts to the real projective plane RP2 such that transition functions are
the restriction of the projective automorphisms in the projective general
linear group PGL(3, R) acting on RP2; a real projective surface is a
differentiable surface with such a structure, and a projective map is an
immersion preserving the structures. (We will drop to word ‘‘real’’ from
‘‘real projective’’ from now on.) The standard unit sphere S2 has a projec-
tive structure obtained from its double covering map to RP2, and S2 can
be considered as the quotient space of R3&[O] for the origin O by the
equivalence relation xty if x=sy for s # R+ with the quotient map
denoted by q. Every nonsingular linear map , of R3 induces a unique
projective automorphism ,$ of S2 so that ,$ b q=q b ,. The correspondence
gives a Lie-group homomorphism from the general linear group GL(3, R)
onto the group of projective automorphisms of S2 where the kernel consists
of positive scalar multiples of the identity linear map of R3. Hence, the pro-
jective automorphism group of S2 can be identified with a group SL\(3, R)
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of matrices of determinant \1. Refer to [6; 91.1], [8], and classical texts
for the general properties and classification of projective automorphisms.
(We assume that all surfaces in this paper except RP2 are orientable.)
An open hemisphere of S2 carries a natural affine structure that makes
it into an affine plane (see Berger [1]). An arc in the hemisphere is a
projective geodesic if and only if it is an affine geodesic. A simply convex
set in S2 is a subset of an open hemisphere convex with respect to the affine
structure and bounded with respect to affine coordinates of the open
hemisphere (see [5; 91] for more details and the classifications of convex
sets in S2).
Let 0 be a simply convex domain in S2. Then the topological interior
int 0 of 0 admits a Hilbert metric: given two distinct points x and y of
int 0, the maximal line passing through x and y ends at two distinct points
x and y of the topological boundary bd 0 of 0 where x is between x
and y. The Hilbert distance dHint 0(x, y) is given by the logarithm of the
cross-ratio
log [x , y ; y, x].
This defines a complete metric for int 0. Many properties of dHint 0 are
clarified by Kobayashi (see [11], [12], [13]). He showed that dHint 0 is a
Finsler metric, and, hence, lengths of piecewise-regular arcs can be
measured. An arc in int 0 is a projective geodesic if and only if it is a
geodesic arc with respect to dHint 0 (see [2, 9IV.28]). For example, if 0 is the
standard unit disk with respect to affine coordinates of an open
hemisphere, then 0 with dHint 0 is isometric with the hyperbolic plane (this
is the Klein model of hyperbolic geometry).
Let 1 be a projective automorphism group of S2 acting properly discon-
tinuously and freely on 0, so that 01 is a differentiable surface. Since 0
has an induced projective structure from S2, 01 has a projective structure.
Let 7 be 01. Since 1 acts as isometries with respect to dHint 0 , the manifold
interior 7o of 7 has a Hilbert metric induced from this, which is denoted
by dH7o .
In this paper, we call projective surfaces projectively homeomorphic to
surfaces such as 7 a convex projective surface (see Lemma 1.5 in [5]).
We first prove a lemma on the Hilbert metrics of compact convex projec-
tive surfaces, which is an extension of the Margulis lemma for hyperbolic
spaces. (Compare to 5.10.1 of Thurston [16].) Suppose that 7 is a com-
pact convex orientable projective surface of negative Euler characteristic.
(By an independent constant, we mean a real number independent of any
variable in this paper, i.e., a constant one can explicitly calculate. In
particular, it can be assumed to be constant throughout this paper.)
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The Margulis Lemma for Convex Projective Surfaces. Let
x # int 0. There exists an independent constant = RP2 , 0<= RP2<1, such that
for 0<=$<= RP2 the subgroup 1=$(x) of 1 generated by elements # with
dHint 0(x, #(x))=$ is an infinite cyclic subgroup or a trivial group.
Given =>0, the =-thin part 7(0, =] of 7 is the set of points of 7o through
which closed curves of dH7o -length less than or equal to = pass. It is well-
known that 7(0, =] is a closed subset of 7o. The following corollary charac-
terizes the thin part of 7. Given a compact annulus A in 7o, define l(A)
to be the infimum of the dH7o -lengths of curves in A connecting the two
components of the boundary $A. (The =-thick part of 7o is the complement
in 7o of the =-thin part.)
Corollary A. For 0<=$<=RP2 , the thin part 7(0, =$] is the union of
finitely many components as follows:
(1) a simple closed geodesic of dH7o -length =$,
(2) a compact set homeomorphic to an annulus,
(3) a closed set whose union with a component of the manifold
boundary $7 of 7 is homeomorphic to an annulus.
Each compact-annulus component A satisfies the following properties:
(:) A includes a unique essential simple closed geodesic : with
dH7o -length(:)<=$.
(;) There exists an independent positive constant CRP2 such that
l(A)log \ 1CRP2 \
=$
dH7o-length(:)
&1++1+ .
Note that each component of 7(0, =] is homeomorphic to a compact
annulus or is a simple closed geodesic if 7 is a closed surface.
Let S be an orientable closed surface of negative Euler characteristic.
Two projective structures on S are considered equivalent if there is an
isotopy of S that deforms one projective structure to the other. Denote
by RP2(S) the collection of the equivalence classes of projective structures
on S. We give RP2(S) a natural topology as Goldman [9, 92.3] does.
Let S be the universal cover of S, and ?1(S) the fundamental group
of S. We identify ?1(S) with the group of deck transformations of S . Given
a projective structure on S, there is a development pair (dev, h) where
dev: S  S2 is an immersion and h: ?1(S)  SL\(3, R) is a homomorphism
such that h(,) b dev=dev b , for every deck transformation , of S (see [16],
[9], [5]); dev is said to be a developing map and h a holonomy
homomorphism. Such a development pair is not uniquely defined for a given
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structure; every development pair (dev$, h$) is given by dev$= b dev and
h$( } )= b h( } ) b &1 where  # SL\(3, R). However, a development pair
determines a projective structure.
The Lie group SL(3, R) of matrices with determinant 1 has the standard
left-invariant metric. It is easy to see that the space of representations
Hom(?1(S), SL(3, R)) of ?1(S) can be identified with a subspace defined by
algebraic equations in the g-fold product SL(3, R) g, where g is the number
of the standard generators of ?1(S). Thus, Hom(?1(S), SL(3, R)) has a
natural subspace topology (see [9, 92.3]). We give the quotient topology
to
Hom(?(S), SL(3, R))SL(3, R),
the quotient space of Hom(?1(S), SL(3, R)) under the conjugation action
of SL(3, R).
Since S is orientable, h() for an element  of ?1(S) belongs to SL(3, R),
a component subgroup of SL\(3, R). There is a well-defined continuous
map
hol: RP2(S)  Hom(?1(S), SL(3, R))SL(3, R)
given by letting hol(x)=[h] where h is a holonomy homomorphism for
the projective structure representing an element x of RP2(S) and [h]
denotes the equivalence class of h (see [9]).
A projective structure & on S is convex if S with & is a convex projective
surface. We define P(S)/RP2(S) to be the subset corresponding to
convex projective structures on S. By Proposition 3.4 of Goldman [9],
hol | P(S) is an imbedding onto an open (Hausdorff ) real analytic
manifold in
Hom(?1(S), SL(3, R))SL(3, R).
Let & be a convex projective structure on S. Since & is convex, its
developing map dev: S  S2 is an imbedding onto a simply convex open
domain 0 (see Lemma 1.5 and 91.4 in [5] and Proposition 3.1 in [9]).
We denote by dH& the metric on S descended from the metric on S induced
from 0 by dev. The following result is due to Kuiper [14] (see [9] and
[6; Proposition 4.5]):
Proposition B. Given an essential closed curve : in S, S includes a
closed &-geodesic :$ in the free homotopy class [:] of : where :$ is unique
up to parametrizations. Moreover, :$ is a closed curve in [:] with the mini-
mum dH& -length.
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(The last statement follows since :$ is a projective geodesic, and, hence,
a geodesic of dH& .) Thus, we denote by d
H
& -length([:]) the minimum of the
dH& -lengths of closed curves in [:].
Let us choose a collection of essential imbedded simple closed curves
:1 , ..., :m in S with the following property:
v No two :i and :j are freely homotopic for 1i< jm.
v For some n, 1n<m, :1 , ..., :n form a maximal collection of
disjoint essential simple closed curves with the above property.
v :i and :j intersect minimally for every i and j with 1i< jm.
v Each component of S&mi=1 :i is an open disk.
Let C be a positive constant, and let P(S; C):1, ..., :m be a subset of P(S)
of elements realized by structures & on S such that dH& -length([:i])C
for each i with 1im. Clearly, an analogous theorem would be true in
Teichmu ller space.
Theorem C. hol(P(S; C):1, ..., :m) is a compact subset of
Hom(?1(S), SL(3, R))SL(3, R).
Furthermore, P(S; C):1, ..., :m is a compact subset of P(S).
Let us choose a quadratic form on R3 given by &x21+x
2
2+x
2
3 where
x1 , x2 , and x3 represent the standard coordinate functions of R3. Let E be
the open disk that is a component of the image under q of the set of vectors
with negative values under the quadratic form. The subgroup PSO(1, 2) of
SL(3, R) preserving the form acts on E. Denote by T(S) the subset of
elements of P(S) that are projectively homeomorphic to quotients of E by
the properly discontinuous and free action of a subgroup of PSO(1, 2). It
is well-known that T(S) is identifiable with Teichmu ller space; that is,
there is a natural homeomorphism between them. Clearly
Hom(?1(S), PSO(1, 2))/Hom(?1(S), SL(3, R));
hence,
hol(T(S))/Hom(?1(S), SL(3, R))SL(3, R).
Noting that T(S) is connected, we call the component of
Hom(?1(S), SL(3, R))SL(3, R)
including hol(T(S)) as the Teichmu ller component, following Hitchin
[10]. We obtain a short proof of the following theorem by Theorem C.
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Theorem D. hol(P(S)) is an open and closed subset of
Hom(?1(S), SL(3, R))SL(3, R),
and hol | P(S) is a homeomorphism onto the Teichmu ller component.
This answers a conjecture of Hitchin [10]. However, there is an earlier
proof using more algebraic machinery by Goldman and the author [7].
Author’s present version is more geometric.
We can ask whether the Margulis lemma and Theorem A can be
generalized to manifolds of higher dimensions. Such generalization should
have consequences of rigidity of some type along Mostow’s work.
The author thanks Professors Y. Carrie re, W. Goldman, N. Hitchin,
C. McMullen, and W. P. Thurston for the interest in this topic and many
discussions. This paper is a revision of a part of author’s thesis [4].
1. BASIC PROPERTIES OF HILBERT METRICS
1.1. We will discuss some properties of cross ratios needed later. Each
point of S2 is an equivalence class [x1 , x2 , x3] of a point (x1 , x2 , x3) in
R3&[O] for the origin O. Note that [x1 , x2 , x3]=[ y1 , y2 , y3] if and
only if x1=sy1 , x2=sy2 , and x3=sy3 for s belonging to the positive real
line R+.
The standard unit sphere S2 has a standard Riemannian metric + of
curvature 1, such that a curve is a projective geodesic if and only if it is
a geodesic of + up to parametrization, i.e., a regular curve in a great circle
of S2. Let d denote the distance metric induced by +. A line in S2 is a
connected arc in a great circle, and a segment is a connected closed arc in
a great circle.
Given four distinct points o, s, p, and q on a segment l of d-length less
than or equal to ? on S2, there is a hyperplane P in R3 passing through
O containing vectors corresponding to these points. Furthermore, P has a
coordinate system so that these vectors belong to the closed upper half-
plane. Hence, we may choose representative vectors for o, s, p, and q whose
the second coordinates equals 1 or 0 under the coordinate system. If no
second coordinate equals 0, then let o , s , p , and q denote the first coor-
dinates of the representative vectors of o, s, p, and q respectively; the cross
ratio of o, s, p, and q equals
[o, s; q, p]=
o &q
s &q
s & p
o & p
. (1.1)
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If the second coordinate of o is 0, then
[o, s; q, p]=
s & p
s &q
;
if the second coordinate of s is 0, then
[o, s; q, p]=
o &q
o & p
.
The distance d(x, y) of two points x and y of S2 is the angle between the
representative vectors of x and y in R3. When o and s are endpoints of the
segment l, and p lies between o and q,
[o, s; q, p]=
sin(d(o, q))
sin(d(s, q))
sin(d(s, p))
sin(d(o, p))
. (1.2)
The cross ratio in this case is positive. (See Busemann and Kelly [2].)
A collection of points are collinear if they lie on a common line; a collec-
tion of great circles are concurrent if they pass a common point. Given four
distinct great circles ’, ‘, ,, and  concurrent at a point x, we can also
define cross ratio since great circles passing through x canonically form a
one-dimensional projective space. A property that we will use later is as
follows: given a great circle m not through x, let o, s, p, and q be points of
a line of d-length less than ? that are respective intersection points of
’, ‘, ,, and  with m. Then
[o, s; q, p]=[’, ‘; , ,].
Moreover, the cross ratio of four lines is defined to be that of the respective
great circles including them if the great circles are concurrent and distinct.
Suppose that o and s are not antipodal, and p and q points on l o such
that p is between o and q. Then dl ( p, q)=log[o, s; q, p] defines a metric
on l o (see Kobayashi [13]). If p0 , ..., pn are n+1 distinct points in pq such
that p0= p and pn=q and no pj lies between pi and pi+1, then by (1.1),
dl ( p, q)=dl ( p0 , p1)+dl ( p1 , p2)+ } } } +dl ( pn&1 , pn). (1.3)
From this, we get dl ( p$, q$)dl ( p, q) whenever p$, q$ lies in pq. The
equality holds if and only if p$q$=pq (see [2]). On the other hand, (1.1)
shows that if l $ is a segment in l containing p and q in the interior, then
dl $( p, q)dl ( p, q). The equality holds if and only if l $=l.
Suppose that d( p, o), d(q, s)C1 . Clearly, C1<?2. Then
dl ( p, q)(8(cot C1)?) d( p, q). (1.4)
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Let us prove this. Since d(o, q)=d(o, p)+d( p, q), we have
sin d(o, q)=sin d(o, p) cos d( p, q)+cos d(o, p) sin d( p, q).
Similarly,
sin d(s, p)=sin d( p, q) cos d(q, s)+cos d( p, q) sin d(q, s).
Dividing these by sin d(o, p) and sin d(q, s) respectively, we get
[o, s; q, p]=(cos d( p, q)+cot d(o, p) sin d( p, q))
_(cos d( p, q)+cot d(q, s) sin d( p, q)).
Since sin d(o, q)sin d(o, p) and sin d(s, p)sin d(q, s) are positive, the sums
in the brackets are positive. Assume for the moment that d( p, q)?4.
Taking logarithms, we get
log[o, s; p, q]=log(cos2 d( p, q))
+log(1+cot d(o, p) tan d( p, q))
+log(1+cot d(q, s) tan d( p, q)) .
Since log(1+x)x for every x # R, and cos2 d( p, q)1, we have
log[o, s; q, p](cot d(o, p)+cot d(q, s)) tan d( p, q)
2 cot C1 tan d( p, q)
2(cot C1)(4?) d( p, q).
The last inequality follows since d( p, q)?4. (1.3) implies easily that (1.4)
holds even when d( p, q)>?4.
Suppose that l is a segment of d-length 7?8. Let us give a coordinate
chart on the plane P in R3 corresponding to l so that the d-center of l
correspond to a vector (0, 1) and o to (&1, 1) and s to (1, 1). Every point
of l can be represented by a vector (u, 1) for a real number u in the closed
interval [&1, 1] of R. Kobayashi [13] states that +l=2du(1&u2) where +l
is the infinitesimal metric associated with the metric dl . Thus, 2du+l
on l o. It is easy to show that +tan(7?16) du for our standard Riemannian
metric + of S2. Hence, +(12) tan(7?16) +l , and (2tan(7?16)) d( p, q)
dl ( p, q) for every two points p and q of l o. Since tan(7?16)100, we have
d( p, q)50dl ( p, q).
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For a subsegment l $ of l, dl $( p, q)dl ( p, q) if p and q are points of l $o.
An arbitrary segment l $ of d-length less than or equal to 7?8 can be moved
into l by a d-isometry on S2. Hence,
d( p, q)50dl $( p, q) (1.5)
for every two points p and q on l $.
1.2. We will extend some of the results and arguments of Chapter IV
928 of Busemann and Kelly [2]. The reason for this duplication is that our
metric is not necessarily ‘‘projective’’ in their sense, which follows since the
closures of our domains are not necessarily strictly convex.
A great segment is a segment with antipodal endpoints. A lune in S2
is the closure of a component of S2 subtracted with two distinct great
circles. A lune is a compact disk. A convex quadrilateral is a simply convex
compact disk bounded by four segments that are transversal to adjacent
segments.
Let 0 be a simply convex domain. A great circle passing through a point
of bd 0 is a supporting great circle of 0 if a closed hemisphere bounded by
it includes 0. Given a point x of bd 0, the supporting great circles at x
form a space which is homeomorphic to a connected compact interval or
a set of consisting of a point. The points on the supporting great circles
form the union of two antipodal lunes with vertices x and its antipodal
point &x or form a great circle passing through x and &x.
Let l be a line in 0. Then either l/bd 0 or l o/int 0. Hence, if l passes
a point of int 0, then l o/int 0, and if l is maximal in 0 furthermore, then
the set of endpoints of l equals Cl(l ) & bd 0.
1.3. Let x and y be two points of bd 0. Suppose that xy is not a subset
of bd 0. Let xy be oriented, and let H+ be the closed left-hemisphere
bounded by the great circle including xy. Since xy is not a subset of bd 0,
the set Lx of points of H+ on the supporting great circles of 0 at x either
is a great segment intersecting $H+ at x and &x transversally or is a lune
bounded by two great segments intersecting $H+ at x and &x transver-
sally. Similarly, the set Ly of points of H+ on the supporting great circles
of 0 at y either is a great segment intersecting $H + at y and &y transver-
sally or is a lune bounded by two great segments intersecting $H+ at y and
&y transversally. We let Qx, y=Lx & Ly . Since Lx and Ly are lunes or
great segments in the hemisphere H+ with above properties, Qx, y is a
convex quadrilateral or a simply convex segment or a set consisting of a
point; Qx, y is a compact subset of H +, o.
Let l and l $ be oriented maximal lines in 0 intersecting transversally at
a point of int 0. Let $1 l $ and $2 l $ be the endpoints of l $ in the oriented
order. l $ is positive with respect to l if Q$1l $, $2l $ is a subset of the open
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left-hemisphere bounded by the great circle including l. We say that l $ is
negative with respect to l if Q$1l $, $2l $ is a subset of the open right-hemisphere
bounded by the great circle including l. Otherwise, l $ is balanced with
respect to l; that is, the great circle including l intersects Q$1l $, $2 l $ .
1.4. Let l be a maximal line in int 0, and p a point not on l. For each
point q of l, there is a maximal line in int 0, denoted by l(q), containing
p and q. Let us orient it toward q, and we denote by $1 l(q) and $2 l(q) the
endpoints of l(q) so that $2 l(q) lies in the forward direction. We give a total
ordering on l such that x> y for x, y # l if x lies in the forward component
of l& y. Let f : l  R be a function defined by the equation: f (q)=
dHint 0( p, q) for q # l. Since d
H
int 0 is a continuous function on int 0_int 0,
f is a continuous function.
Proposition. (1) Let K be the set of points q such that l(q) is balanced
with respect to l. Then K is a connected subset of l.
(2) f is constant on K.
(3) K is a compact connected subset of l.
(4) Let K+ be the set of points q of l such that l(q) is positive with
respect to l. Let x # K+. Then f ( y)> f (x) whenever y # l and y>x.
(5) Let K& be the set of points q of l such that l(q) is negative with
respect to l. Let x # K&. Then f ( y)> f (x) whenever y # l and y<x.
(6) K, K+ , and K& are not empty.
(7) We have the following decomposition of l:
K+=[x # l | x>x0],
K&=[x # l | x< y0],
K=[x # l | y0xx0],
for some points x0 , y0 of l such that y0x0 .
(8) f is strictly increasing in K+ and converges to  in the forward
direction, f is strictly decreasing in K& and converges to  in the backward
direction, and K is the set of minimum points of f.
Proof. (1) Suppose q$ and q" be distinct points on l such that l(q$)
and l(q") are balanced with respect to l. Then we claim that for each point
x of q$q", the line l(x) is balanced with respect to l. This is to be proved
by the following long geometric argument:
Since q$ and q" are distinct, l(q$) and l(q") intersect only at p. Hence,
$1 l(q$), $2 l(q$), $1 l(q"), and $2 l(q")
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are distinct points. Let L be the convex quadrilateral with these vertices.
Then L is a subset of Cl(0), and bd L may be oriented so that the vertices
occur in the order
$1 l(q$), $1 l(q"), $2 l(q$), $2 l(q").
Since l(q$) is balanced with respect to l, there are two supporting great
circles a(q$) and b(q$) respectively at $1 l(q$) and $2 l(q$) concurrent with the
great circle including l at points, say x$ and &x$. There are segments :(q$)
and ;(q$) respectively in a(q$) and b(q$) sharing endpoints x$ and &x$ such
that :(q$) and ;(q$) bound a lune, say L(q$), including 0. Similarly, there
are two supporting great circles a(q") and b(q") respectively at $1 l(q") and
$2 l(q") concurrent with the great circle including l at points, say x" and
&x". There are segments :(q") and ;(q") respectively in a(q") and b(q")
sharing endpoints x" and &x" such that :(q") and ;(q") bound a lune, say
L(q"), including 0.
Suppose that [x$, &x$] does not equal [x", &x"]. Then L(q$) & L(q") is
a convex quadrilateral, say Q, and includes 0. We may assume without
loss of generality that two of the vertices of Q are x$ and x". Let y$ and y"
be the other two vertices. Then we give an orientation on bd Q so that the
vertices are ordered in the order given by x$, y$, x", and y". The edges x$y$
and x$y" are subsets of :(q$) or ;(q$), and x"y$ and x"y" are subsets of
:(q") or ;(q"). Since
:(q$) % $1 l(q$), ;(q$) % $2 l(q$),
:(q") % $1 l(q"), ;(q") % $2 l(q"),
it follows that
$1 l(q$), $2 l(q$) # x$y$ _ x$y",
$1 l(q"), $2 l(q") # x"y$ _ x"y".
But then no convex quadrilateral with such vertices $1 l(q$), $2 l(q$), $1 l(q"),
and $2 l(q") in $Q can be oriented as L in the above paragraph. Hence,
[x$, &x$]=[x", &x"].
Since L(q$) and L(q") are minimal lunes including 0 with vertices x$ and
&x$, L(q$) and L(q") are equal, and :(q$)=:(q") and ;(q$)=;(q").
We thus have $1 l(q$), $1 l(q") # :(q$) and $2 l(q$), $2 l(q") # ;(q$). Since the
complement of L(q$) and L(q") are disjoint from 0, and Cl(0) is simply
convex, the edge $1 l(q$) $1 l(q") of L lies in bd 0, and so does the edge
$2 l(q$) $2 l(q") of L.
For each point x of q$q" o, the endpoints $1 l(x) and $2 l(x) of l(x) belong
to $1 l(q$) $1 l(q") and $2 l(q$) $2 l(q") respectively. Hence, the respective
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supporting great circles at $1 l(x) and $2 l(x) are a(q$) and b(q$), and l(x)
is balanced with respect to l. Hence, K is connected.
(2) For each point x of q$q" o, the endpoints $1 l(x) and $2 l(x) of l(x)
belong to :(q$) and ;(q$). As we view from the intersection point x$ of :(q$)
and ;(q$), we see that the cross ratio of $1 l(x), $2 l(x), p, and x is the same
as that of the respective segments connecting x$ to these points. This cross
ratio of the segments also equals that of $1 l(q$), $2 l(q$), p, and q$. Hence
f (x)= f (q$), and f is constant on K.
(3) Since the limit of a sequence of supporting great circles is a
supporting great circle, K is closed in l. The completeness of dHint 0 shows
that f (x)   as x tends to any of the endpoints of l. Thus, (2) and the
Heine-Borel theorem imply that K is a compact connected subset of l.
(4) There are supporting great circles a(x) and b(x) respectively at
$1 l(x) and $2 l(x) intersecting at points x$ and &x$ where x$ and p belongs
to the same open hemisphere bounded by the great circle including l. Let
:(x) and ;(x) denote the respective segments in a(x) and b(x) sharing
endpoints x$ and &x$ bounding a lune L$ including 0. Since x # K+, the
forward extension of l in the lune L$ intersects ;(x)o. Let p(x) denote this
point. Then f (x) equals
log[$1 l(x), $2 l(x); x, p]=log[p(x) $1 l(x), ;(x); l, p(x) p ].
f ( y) equals
log[$1 l( y), $2 l( y); y, p]=log[p(x) $1 l( y), p(x) $2 l( y); l, p(x) p ].
This is greater than or equal to
log[p(x) $1 l( y), ;(x); l, p(x)p ]log[p(x)l $( y), ;(x); l, p(x) p ],
>log[p(x) $1 l(x), ;(x); l, p(x) p ],
where l $( y) is the intersection point of :(x) with the maximal extension of
l( y) in L$ (see Fig. 1). The last inequality follows from the fact that p(x),
$1 l(x), and l $( y) are not collinear. Hence, f ( y)> f (x).
(5) This is proved similarly to (4).
(6) Suppose that K& is empty. Then f is an increasing function. But
f (x)   as x tends to the backward endpoint of l. This is a contradiction.
Hence, K& is not empty. Similarly, K+ is not empty.
Let x be a common point of Cl(K+) and Cl(K&). Then there is a
sequence [xi] of points in K+ converging to x and a sequence [ yi] of
points in K& converging to x. Since K _ K+ and K _ K& are closed, x
belongs to K _ K+ and K _ K& , and since K+ & K& is empty, Cl(K+) &
Cl(K&)/K. Since l is not the union of two disjoint closed subsets, K is not
empty.
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Fig. 1. Examples of positive intersections.
(7) From above, we know that K is a nonempty compact connected
subset of l, and K+ _ K&=l&K. Since bd K+ & bd K&/K by the above
paragraph, (4) and (5) show that K+ is the forward component of l&K,
and K& is the backward component of l&K.
(8) This follows from (2), (4), (5), and (7).
1.5. A maximal line in 0 or int 0 containing a shortest geodesic from
p to l is called an efficient line from p to l.
Corollary. Let l $ be a maximal line in int 0 with l $ % p.
(1) An efficient line from p to l exists.
(2) l $ is an efficient line from p to l if and only if l $ is balanced with
respect to l.
(3) l $ is an efficient line from p to l if and only if l $ is an efficient line
from each point p$ of l $&l to l.
Proof. (1) The above lemma implies that f takes the minimum value
at points of K. Hence, the maximal line containing a line from p to a point
q of l is an efficient line if and only if q # K.
(2) The proof of (1) implies (2).
(3) This follows from (2).
2. STANDARD POSITIONS
2.1. A triangle in S2 is a compact simply convex disk bounded by three
segments. Let x be a point of int 0 on an oriented line l in 0 so that l o is
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maximal in int 0. Let us consider a set A of all triangles with an edge Cl(l )
including the left component of 0&l. Given every two triangles belonging
to A, the intersection is a triangle belonging to A. It follows that there
exists a unique minimal triangle belonging to A, i.e., a triangle included in
every element of A. We define 2(0, x, l ) to be the unique minimal triangle.
We define B(0, x, l ) to be the unique lune that includes 2(0, x, l ) so that
$2(0, x, l )&l o/$B(0, x, l ). Clearly, 0/B(0, x, l ). We define 2&(0, x, l )
to be the closure of B(0, x, l)&2(Q, x, l ), which is a triangle.
We say that the triple (0, x, l ) is in a standard position if (0, x, l )
satisfies the following properties:
(a) Cl(l )=[1, 0, 0][0, 1, 0], and x=[12, 12, 0].
(b) The orientation of l agrees with that of [1, 0, 0][0, 1, 0] toward
[0, 1, 0].
(c) 2(0, x, l ) is the standard triangle with vertices [1, 0, 0],
[0, 1, 0], and [0, 0, 1].
(d) B(0, x, l ) is the standard lune, i.e., the lune such that its vertices
are [0, 0, 1] and [0, 0, &1] and its boundary edges contain [1, 0, 0] and
[0, 1, 0].
(e) d([0, 0, 1], Cl(0)), d([0, 0, &1], Cl(0))?4.
(f ) Either d([0, 0, 1], Cl(0))?8 or d([0, 0, &1], Cl(0))?8
holds.
We claim that every triple (0, x, l ) can be put into a standard position by
an orientation-preserving projective automorphism of S2. (a), (b), and (c)
can be achieved since every ordered triple of points that are vertices a
triangle can be mapped to every other ordered triple of points that are
vertices of a triangle by a projective automorphism. (d) follows since
B(0, x, l ) for (0, x, l ) satisfying (a), (b), and (c) is the standard lune. Now
assume that 0 satisfies (a), (b), and (c). Conditions (e) and (f ) can be
achieved by deforming 0 by a projective automorphism of S2, corresponding
to a diagonalizable matrix with eigenvectors (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), and (0, 0, 1)
and of the form
*1 0 0
_ 0 *1 0 & , (2.1)0 0 *2
where *21*2=1, *1 , *2 # R
+&[1].
2.2. Suppose that (0, x, l ) is in a standard position. We claim that the
d-length of any maximal line in 0 is less than or equal to 7?8. Clearly 0
is a subset of the standard lune subtracted with the interior of the d-ball
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B?8([0, 0, 1]) of radius ?8 with center [0, 0, 1] or int B?8([0, 0, &1]).
Hence, the upper bound that we seek is given by the supremum of
the d-lengths of maximal segments in the standard lune subtracted with
B?8([0, 0, 1]). Using dot products, we can show that the supremum is
7?8.
Given three points y, z, and w of S2, not on a common great circle, we
denote by 2( y, z, w) the triangle with vertices y, z, and w. Let y be a point
of Cl(0). Then by the simple convexity of Cl(0),
2([1, 0, 0], [0, 1, 0], y)/Cl(0).
By condition (e), Cl(0) contains at least one point y of B(0, x, l )&Cl(l )
on the boundary bd B?4([0, 0, 1]). Let s=bd B?4([0, 0, 1]) & B(0, x, l ).
Then it is easy to show that
,
y # s
2([1, 0, 0], [0, 1, 0], y)#2([1, 0, 0], [0, 1, 0], [12, 12, 12]).
Thus, Cl(0), for every standard triple (0, x, l ), includes
2([1, 0, 0], [0, 1, 0], [12, 12, 12])
and, similarly,
2([1, 0, 0], [0, 1, 0], [12, 12, &12]).
Let Q be the convex quadrilateral in B(0, x, l ) with vertices [1, 0, 0],
[0, 1, 0], [12, 12, 12], and [12, 12, &12]. Then Q is a subset of Cl(0)
for every standard triple (0, x, l ).
The maximal d-ball with center [12, 12, 0] in Q has radius ?6. There-
fore, if y # B?12([12, 12, 0]), then the following statements hold:
(i) For every standard triple (0, x, l ), y # 0.
(ii) d( y, bd 0)?12.
This and equations (1.4) and (1.5) imply that for every standard triple
(0, x, l ) the compatibility relation
d( y, z)50dHint 0( y, z)(32?) d( y, z) (2.2)
holds for every y, z # B?12([12, 12, 0]).
2.3. Let [(0i , x, li)] be a sequence of standard triples. Since S2 is a
compact metric space, [Cl(0i)] has a subsequence converging to a com-
pact set 0 . The appendix of [5] shows that 0 is either a hemisphere,
a lune, a simply convex disk, a segment, or a point. Since the d-length of
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any maximal line in 0i is less than or equal to 7?8, so is the length of one
in 0 . Since 0i includes Qo, so does 0 . Hence, 0 is a simply convex
disk including Q, and x # int 0 . Moreover, (0 , x, li) is a standard triple
for each i.
3. THE PROOF OF THE MARGULIS LEMMA
3.1. Let C1 be a real number with 0<C1<?2, and let C2 be a positive
real number. A (C1 , C2)-bounded triangle is a triangle in S2 that is included
in a closed d-ball of radius C1 and such that d(:i , ’i)C2 for every pair
of a vertex :i and its opposite edge ’i , i=1, 2, 3.
A convex quadrilateral P such that each triangle in P whose vertices are
vertices of P is (C1 , C2)-bounded is said to be (C1 , C2)-bounded.
We denote by dSL\(3, R ) the standard left-invariant distance metrics on
SL\(3, R). Let P1 and P2 be two (C1 , C2)-bounded convex quadrilaterals.
There exists a unique projective automorphism L that maps P1 onto P2 .
Then it is easy to show that dSL\(3, R )(Id, L)C$(C1 , C2) for a positive
constant C$(C1 , C2) depending only on C1 and C2 .
3.2. Let [li ] be a sequence of oriented segments of d-length less than or
equal to 7?8 in S2, and let oi and si be the endpoints of li in the oriented
order. Let [ yi ] and [zi ] be sequences where yi , zi # loi for each i. We
assume that
v yi is between zi and oi ,
v [oi ], [si ], [ yi ], and [zi ] are converging to points o , s , y , and
z respectively, and
v o {s .
Clearly, [li ] converges to a segment l of d-length less than or equal to
7?8. Suppose that [log[oi , si ; zi , yi]] is bounded above. If y is distinct
from o and s , then it follows easily from (1.1) that z # lo and
log[o , s ; z , y]= lim
i  
log[oi , si ; zi , yi].
Alternatively, if z is distinct from o and s , then, similarly, y # lo and
log[o , s ; z , y]= lim
i  
log[oi , si ; zi , yi].
3.3. Let (0, x, l ) be a standard triple, where 0 is a simply convex
domain in S2.
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Lemma. Let BHr (x) be a closed d
H
int 0 -ball with center x of radius r with
r>0. Then there exists a constant C(r), 0<C(r)<?2, depending only on r
such that d( y, bd 0)>C(r) for every point y of BHr (x).
Proof. Suppose not. Then there is a sequence of standard triples
[(0i , x, l )] and a sequence [xi ] where we have
xi # int 0i , dHint 0i(x, xi)r for each i, and [d(xi , bd 0i)]  0.
By 92.3, we may assume without loss of generality that [xi ]  x for
a point x of S2 and that [Cl(0i)]  0 for a compact simply convex
disk 0 .
Clearly, x # bd 0 . Let li be a maximal open line in int 0i containing
x and xi . Without loss of generality, we can assume that [Cl(li)] converges
to a segment l containing x and x . Since x # int 0 by 92.3, and x # l ,
lo/int 0 by a discussion in 91.2. Since d
H
li (x, xi)=d
H
int 0i(x, xi)r, 93.2
implies that x # lo . This is a contradiction to x # bd 0 .
3.4. The following corollary gives a generalization of (2.1):
d( y, z)50dHint 0( y, z)(8(cot C(r))?) d( y, z)
for every y, z # BHr (x).
Corollary. Let y and z be points of BHr (x). Then
dHint 0( y, z)(8(cot C(r))?) d( y, z).
Proof. Let m be the maximal open line in int 0 containing y and z. Let
o and s be the endpoints of m such that y is between o and z. Then
dHint 0( y, z)=log[o, s; z, y]. Since o and s are points of bd 0, the above
lemma implies that
d( y, o), d( y, s), d(z, o), d(z, s)C(r).
From (1.4), the corollary follows.
3.5. Using the above results, we can prove the following lemma:
Lemma. Let  be a projective automorphism preserving 0. Suppose that
dHint 0(x, (x))c for a positive constant c. Then dSL\(3, R )(Id, )C1(c) for
a positive constant C1(c) depending only on c.
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Proof. Since (0, x, l ) is in a standard position, 0 is a subset of a closed
d-ball of radius
C0=arctan \- 2(1+cos(?8))sin(?8) + , 0<C0<?2.
Let B?12(x) be the closed d-ball of radius ?12 with center x. By (2.1),
(32?)(?12)=83sup[dHint 01(x, y) | y # B?12(x)]
for each first member 01 of a standard triple (see 92.2).
We can construct a (C0 , ?48)-bounded convex quadrilateral Q$ in
B?12(x). Given each triangle T in Q$ whose vertices are vertices of Q$, for
each vertex :i of T and its opposite edge ’i of T, we have
dHint 0(:i , y)?(48 } 50) (3.1)
for every point y of ’i by (2.1). Let BH83+c(x) be the closed d
H
int 0 -ball of
radius 83+c with center x. Consider (Q$). Then (Q$)/BH83+c(x) and
the above property (3.1) holds when Q$ is replaced by (Q$). By
Corollary 3.4, (Q$) is (C0 , C$1)-bounded where
C$1=?(2400(8?) cot(C(83+c)).
Hence, by 93.1, the result follows.
3.6. Let  be a hyperbolic projective automorphism, i.e., one corre-
sponding to a matrix that is diagonalizable with three distinct positive
eigenvalues, or a quasi-hyperbolic projective automorphism, i.e., one corre-
sponding to a matrix that is nondiagonalizable with two distinct positive
eigenvalues.
Let 0 be a simply convex domain in S2, and suppose that  acts on 0.
Since  is hyperbolic or quasi-hyperbolic,  has two fixed point in bd 0,
and the action of () on int 0 is properly discontinuous and free. Let l be
the open line connecting the fixed points. Then either l/bd 0 or l o/0o.
Let x be a point of int 0, and let l(x) the maximal line in 0 containing
x(x). Then it is easy to show that l(x) ends at points of an connected open
arc of bd 0&Cl(l) (see [6; 91] and [9]).
3.7. Let (0, x, l ) be a standard triple. We claim the following statement:
For each positive constant $, there exists a positive constant =($) depending
only on $ such that for each =$ with 0<=$<=($) if dHint 0(x, (x))=$ for a
hyperbolic or quasi-hyperbolic automorphism , then dSL\(3, R )(Id, )$.
Let us prove this: Suppose not. Then there is a sequence [(i , 0i)]
and a positive constant $ where (0i , x, l ) is a standard triple and i is a
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hyperbolic or quasi-hyperbolic projective automorphism acting on 0i for
each i such that [dHint 0i (x, i (x))]  0 while dSL\(3, R )(Id,  i)>$ for
every i. By Lemma 3.5, there exists a positive constant C such that
dSL\(3, R )(Id,  i)C for every i. We may assume without loss of generality,
by choosing subsequences, that the following statements hold:
v [i ] converges to a projective automorphism  with respect to
dSL\(3, R ) .
v [Cl(0i)] converges to a simply convex disk 0 (by 92.3).
v A sequence [ fi ] where fi is a fixed point of i in bd 0i for each i,
converges to a point f .
From the above, it follows that (see Lemma 2 in [7]):
(i) dSL\(3, R )(Id, )$.
(ii) (0 , x, l ) is a standard triple.
(iii)  acts on 0 .
(iv) x and f are fixed points of  .
It follows from 92 of the appendix in [5] that f # bd 0 .
We show that (ii), (iii), and (iv) contradict (i): 0 is a simply convex
disk. Let m be the great circle containing x and f . Let m$ be the segment
m & 0 . Then f and a point, say p, are the endpoints of m$, and x, f ,
and, hence, p are fixed points of  . Since the only projective
automorphism of m with three fixed points no two of which are antipodal
is the identity automorphism, every point of m is a fixed point of  .
Recall the definition of the triangle 2(0 , x, m$) from 92.1. Since
(m$)=m$, (iii) implies that  acts on 2(0 , x, m$). Denote by r the
vertex of the triangle other than p and f . Then f , p, and r are fixed
points of  . The respective eigenvalues of the matrix corresponding to 
at f and p equal a common value * since  | m is the identity auto-
morphism. If * differs from the eigenvalue corresponding to r, then 0 is
not -invariant since 0 does not include a pair of antipodal points.
Hence, all eigenvalues equal *, and  is the identity automorphism.
However, this contradicts (i).
3.8. Let 0 be a simply convex differentiable subsurface of S2 with
possibly nonempty boundary $0. The topological boundary bd 0 of 0 is
an imbedded closed curve of which $0 form an open subset. (Note
int 0=0o.)
We can now prove the Margulis lemma. 1 is a projective automorphism
group of 0 acting properly discontinuously and freely on 0 so that 01 is
a compact convex projective surface of negative Euler characteristic.
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Let SL\(3, R)$ be the $-neighborhood of Id under the metric dSL\(3, R ) .
Let 1 $$ be the subgroup of 1 generated by elements in 1 & SL\(3, R)$ for
a positive constant $. It is well known that there is a positive independent
constant $ such that for 0<$$<$, 1 $$$ , is virtually nilpotent. Every
virtually nilpotent subgroup of the fundamental group of an orientable
compact surface of negative Euler characteristic is infinite cyclic or is a
trivial group. Thus, 1 $$$ , is infinite cyclic or trivial.
Elements of 1 are either hyperbolic or quasi-hyperbolic by Proposi-
tion 4.3 in [6] (see [14] also). Suppose that (0, x, l ) is a standard triple
for a maximal line l in 0. Choose an independent constant $$ where
0<$$<$ and a positive independent constant =RP2 to be min[=($$), 0.9]
for a constant =($$) from 93.7. Then for 0<=$<=RP2 , 1=$(x)/1 $$$ . So,
1=$(x) is infinite cyclic or trivial.
Suppose that x is just a point of int 0 and (0, x, l ) is not a standard
triple for a maximal line l. Let . be a projective automorphism so that
(.(0), .(x), .(l )) is in a standard position. Then the group G consisting of
conjugates .#.&1 where # # 1 acts on .(0). The above shows that
G=$(.(x)) is infinite cyclic or trivial for 0<=$<=RP2 . Hence, its conjugate
1=$(x), i.e., .&1G=$(.(x))., is infinite cyclic or trivial for 0<=$<=RP2 .
4. THIN PARTS
4.1. Let 0 be a simply convex domain in S2, and let  be a hyperbolic
or quasi-hyperbolic projective automorphism of S2 acting on 0. We define
B(=)=[x # int 0 | dHint 0(x, (x))=].
Let A=0() , and let dHAo be the metric on A
o induced from dHint 0 . Let
A==B(=)() , which is a closed subset of Ao.
Lemma. Let }0 be a simple closed curve in A corresponding to . Assume
=>0. Then one of the following statements holds:
(1) A= is a simple closed geodesic freely homotopic to }0 of dHAo -length
=, and B(=) is a -invariant line in int 0.
(2) A= is homeomorphic to a compact annulus and its interior includes
a simple closed geodesic }1 of dHint 0-length <=, and B(=) is a disk bounded
by two open arcs corresponding to components of $A=.
(3) A= is an annulus that is the closure in Ao of a component of
Ao&}2 for a topologically imbedded simple closed curve }2 freely homotopic
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to }0 , and B(=) is a disk that is the closure in int 0 of a component of int 0
subtracted with the open arc corresponding to }2 .
(4) A==< or A==Ao.
4.2. We now prove Lemma 4.1. Let us assume that  is hyperbolic. The
proof for the case when  is quasi-hyperbolic is entirely similar.
There is an open invariant line l of  in Cl(0) connecting the attractor
and the repeller of  in bd 0. Since l and 0 are invariant, and 0 and int 0
are simply convex, l & 0 equals < or l, and l & int 0 equals < or l (see
91.2). Let 0l=l _ int 0, and let Al=0l(). The surface Al includes a
closed geodesic } corresponding to l. Either we have Al=Ao with }/Ao
or have Al=} _ Ao with }=$Al (} & Ao=<).
If x # 0l , then x{(x). We define a function f : 0l  R+ by letting f (x)
be dl(x)(x, (x)) for a point x of 0l where l(x) is the maximal segment in
Cl(0) containing x and (x). We claim that f is continuous on 0l with
respect to d: Since  | int 0 and dHint 0 : int 0_int 0  R are continuous
functions, f | int 0 is continuous. Let x # l and [xi ] be a sequence of points
of int 0 converging to x with respect to d. Since l(xi) ends at points of an
open arc bd 0&Cl(l ) for each i (see 93.6), it is straightforward to show
that [l(xi)] converges to Cl(l ). (This would not hold if l is a -invariant
line not connecting the attractor and the repeller of .) Thus, [ f (xi)] 
f (x) (see 93.2). Since f | l is a constant function, it follows that f is a
continuous function on 0l with respect to d.
We define a continuous function d : Al  R+ by letting d(x) for each
point x of Al to be f (x~ ) for a point x~ of 0l corresponding to x. If x belongs
to Ao, then d(x) equals the dHAo-length of the geodesic : in A
o broken at
most once at x freely homotopic to }. Moreover, d | } is a constant func-
tion, the value of which we denote by c2 , which is the dHint 0-length of }.
The foliation F on Ao&} is induced from the -invariant foliation on
int 0 of maximal lines ending at an endpoint v of l, a fixed point of . We
orient each leaf of the -invariant foliation, which is a line, by the direction
away from v and each leaf of F correspondingly.
Sublemma. Let l $ be a leaf of F, and let A$ be the component of Ao&}
containing l $. One of the following holds:
(i) The restriction d | l $ is a strictly increasing function, tends to
infinity in the forward direction, and tends to c2 in the other direction.
Moreover, d>c2 in A$.
(ii) d | A$ is a constant function whose value is c2 . The component A$
is the quotient projective surface of a -invariant open triangle in int 0, one
of whose edge is l.
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Proof. A component 0L of 0l&l includes a leaf L corresponding to l $.
(0L is an open simply convex domain.) Let x be a point of l o. One of the
triangles 2(0, x, l) or 2&(0, x, l) includes 0L (see 92.1). We denote it by T,
and assume without loss of generality that T is the standard triangle where
Cl(l )=[1, 0, 0][0, 1, 0] and v=[1, 0, 0]. Let L be given an ordering
agreeing with the orientation. Let y and z be points of L, such that z> y.
Then f ( y)=log[o( y), s( y); ( y), y] where o( y) and s( y) are endpoints of
the maximal segment l( y) in Cl(0) containing y and ( y) such that y is
between o( y) and ( y), and f (z)=log[o(z), s(z); (z), z] where o(z), s(z),
and l(z) are similarly defined. It is clear that the respective maximal exten-
sions l $( y) and l $(z) in T of l( y) and l(z) intersects [1, 0, 0][0, 0, 1] and
[0, 1, 0][0, 0, 1] but not the open line [1, 0, 0][0, 1, 0]o (see [6; 91]).
Denote by i( y) and i(z) the respective intersection points of l $( y) and
l $(z) with [0, 1, 0][0, 0, 1]. We claim that i( y)=i(z): There is a projective
automorphism . fixing [1, 0, 0] and every point of [0, 1, 0][0, 0, 1] that
maps y to z. (. corresponds to a diagonal matrix with two distinct positive
eigenvalues.) Although . does not preserve 0, . commutes with . Thus,
(z)=. b ( y), and .(l $( y))=l $(z). This means i( y)=i(z), and l $( y) and
l $(z) are maximal segments in T intersecting only at i( y).
Suppose that 0L equals T o. Then it is obvious that f ( y)= f (z). In fact,
f | 0L is a constant function, and (ii) holds.
Suppose that 0L is a proper subset of T o. Then Cl(0L) is a disk whose
boundary is the union of Cl(l) and an open arc # in T o connecting [1, 0, 0]
and [0, 1, 0] (see 93.6). Since o( y), s( y), o(z), and s(z) belong to #, and
l $( y)o & l $(z)o=<, the subarc of # with endpoints o( y) and s( y) includes
properly that of # with endpoints o(z) and s(z). Recall the spherical
Riemannian metric + on S2. It is easy to see that a one-to-one corres-
pondence from # to the +-unit tangent circle UT(v) at v is given by
segments from the points of # to v. Hence, the smaller open subarc in
UT(v) whose endpoints are the directions corresponding to vo( y) and vs( y)
includes properly the smaller open subarc in UT(v) whose endpoints are
the directions corresponding to vo(z) and vs(z). We have
f ( y)=log[o( y), s( y); ( y), y]
=log[vo( y), vs( y); v( y), vy]
=log[vo( y), vs( y); (L), L].
Similarly, f (z)=log[vo(z), vs(z); (L), L]. By 91.1, f (z)> f ( y); hence, f | L
is strictly increasing, and (i) follows easily. K
We say that a component Ao&} is of type I if it is as in (i) of the above
lemma; otherwise, it is of type II.
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4.3. We complete the proof of Lemma 4.1 by showing that one of the
conclusions (1), (2), (3), or (4) of Lemma 4.1 holds for our possible situations.
Suppose that c2>=. Then A==< by Sublemma 4.2.
Suppose that c2==. Suppose that } is disjoint from Ao. Then Ao is the
component of Al&l. If Ao is of type II, then A==Ao; if Ao is of type I, then
A==<. Thus (4) holds.
Suppose now that c2== and }/Ao. Then }/A=. If both components of
Ao&} are of type I, then A==}, and (1) holds. At least one component of
Ao&} is not of type II since 0 is simply convex. Hence, if one of the
components of Ao&} is of type II, then (3) holds.
Assume from now on that c2<=. We assume that }/Ao and com-
ponents of Ao&} are of type I. The following argument will show that (2)
holds. If we assume otherwise, a similar argument shows that (3) holds.
We have }/A=. Let x be a point of A=&}. There is a simple closed
geodesic }x in Ao broken only once at x corresponding to x(x) in int 0.
By definition of A=, the dHAo -length of }x is less than or equal to =, and,
hence, }x is a subset of A=. Moreover, }x and } bound a compact annulus
Ax in Ao. Sublemma 4.2(i) implies easily that Ax/A=.
Let A$ be the boundary set of A= in Ao. Then A$ & }=< and A$ inter-
sected with each component of Ao&} is not empty by our assumption that
components are of type I. We claim that A$ is compact. Suppose not. Then
there is a sequence [xi ] of points of A$ with no accumulation point and
unbounded in Ao with respect to dHAo . We may assume without loss of
generality that xi lies in a component A0 of Ao&} for every i. Since the
dHAo -length of }xi is bounded above by =, it follows that given a bounded
subset of Ao, all but finitely many }xi intersect it. Hence, for each given
bounded subset of A0 , there exists a compact annulus Axi including it.
Hence, A0/A=, and this contradicts the fact that each xi is a boundary
point of A= in A0 .
We now prove that A$ is the union of two topologically imbedded circles
in respective components of Ao&}. Consider a component A0 of Ao&}.
A0 & A$ is not empty. Since each leaf of F in A0 intersects A$ at exactly one
point by Sublemma 4.2(i), there is an injective map from the space F$ of
the leaves of F in A0 to A0 taking each leaf l to the unique point of l & A$.
Since A$ & A0 is a compact subset of A0 , this map is continuous. Since
F$ is homeomorphic to S1, a compact space, this map is a topological
imbedding, and A0 & A$ is a topologically imbedded simple closed curve
freely homotopic to } in Ao.
Let A1 be the other component of Ao&}. Similarly, A1 & A$ is a simple
closed curve freely homotopic to } in Ao. It follows that A$ is the union of
two simple closed curves. Since A= is the closure of a component of
Ao&A$, A= is homeomorphic to a compact annulus. } is an essential simple
closed geodesic int A= of dHint 0-length c2<=. Thus, (2) holds.
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5. THE PROOF OF COROLLARY A(1), (2), (3), AND (:).
5.1. Suppose that () and (.) for hyperbolic or quasi-hyperbolic
projective automorphisms  and . act properly discontinuously and freely
on 0, and let x # int 0. Suppose that =.n for an integer n, n1. Then
we claim that
dHint 0(x, .(x))d
H
int 0(x, (x)). (5.1)
Let us prove this. Assume that n>1; otherwise, the inequality is trivially
true. Let A be the differentiable quotient annulus 0(.) . Let x$ be a point
of A corresponding to x, and let S1 be a circle. Then there is a closed
geodesic :: S1  Ao broken at most once at x$ corresponding to x(x), and
the dHAo -length of : equals d
H
int 0(x, (x)). Let ;: S
1  Ao be the simple
closed geodesic broken at most once at x$ corresponding to x.(x). Then
the dHAo -length of ; equals d
H
int 0(x, .(x)).
Suppose that : is geodesic. Then : corresponds to a -invariant maximal
line m in int 0, and (.) acts on m. Hence, the image of : is the simple
closed geodesic ; , the image of ;, corresponding to .. Since : is onto ; ,
the dHAo -length of ; is less than or equal to that of :, and (5.1) follows.
Suppose that : is not a geodesic. Then so is ;, and : is self-intersecting
in A and is injective on S1 except for finitely many points. The following
inequality for a closed curve ;$ completes the proof of (5.1):
dHAo-length(;)d
H
Ao -length(;$)d
H
Ao -length(:). (5.2)
We verify (5.2): Let ; be the union of images of the segment x.(x) under
the action of (.). Since . is hyperbolic or quasi-hyperbolic, ; is a simple
arc connecting the two fixed points of . in bd 0. Moreover, Cl(0) includes
a compact simply convex -invariant disk K such that $K=; _ # for a
segment # connecting the two fixed points of . in bd 0 (see 93.6 and
[6; 91]). (Ko/int 0 and the image of ; in A is the simple closed curve that
is the image of ;.)
Let :~ be the union of images of the segment x(x) under the action of
() , which is a simple arc in K&l. Since : is not a geodesic, the images
.i(:~ ) are distinct from one another for i=0, ..., n&1. The union :1 of .i(:~ )
for i=0, ..., n&1 is .-invariant and it corresponds to the image :$ in A of
:. Moreover, :1 is the union of all segments in K&l with endpoints that
are vertices of ; the open subarc of ; between which contains n&1 vertices.
Hence, components of K&:1 are disks.
Let us choose a component D including x.(x)o. Then Cl(D) is a
compact simply convex disk, a polygon, in K&l, with finitely many edges.
It is straightforward to show that $Cl(D) is the union of x.(x) and a
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simple arc ’ in :1 with endpoints x and .(x). It is also clear that the inter-
section of Cl(D) with its image under .m for each integer m is a subset of
[x, .(x)]. Hence, ’o intersects none of its images under the action of (.).
Thus, ’ corresponds in A to a simple closed curve ;$ passing through x$
in :$. Since the dHint 0 -length of ’ is greater than or equal to the d
H
int 0 -length
of x.(x), dHAo -length(;)d
H
Ao -length(;$). Since ;$ maps injectively into
the image of :, and : is injective except for finitely many points,
dHAo -length(;$)d
H
Ao -length(:).
5.2. Let 1 be a projective automorphism group acting on 0 so that
01 is an orientable (differentiable) compact convex projective surface 7 of
negative Euler characteristic. Let pr: 0  7 be the quotient map. Choose
=RP2 from the Margulis lemma. We prove first that components of 7(0, =$]
for 0<=$<=RP2 are annuli or simple closed geodesics.
Let x # pr&1(7=$). Since 1=$(x) is not trivial, let x be a generator of the
infinite cyclic group 1=$(x). (x is well-defined up to inverses. Our choices
are arbitrary.)
Lemma. If mx =.
n for two nonzero integers n, m and an element . # 1,
then .= px for a nonzero integer p=mn.
Proof. Since 7 is an orientable closed surface of negative Euler charac-
teristic, x and . are multiples of a common element #. By (5.1), # # 1=$(x).
Hence, #=\1x , and .=
p
x for a nonzero integer p.
5.3. For the proof of the following lemma, we closely follow the proof
of Corollary 5.10.2 [16].
Lemma. Suppose that 7(0, =$] is not empty. 7(0, =$] has finitely many
components as follows:
(1) An imbedded simple closed geodesic of dH7o-length =$.
(2) A compact annulus that is a neighborhood of a unique imbedded
simple closed geodesic of dH7o -length<=$.
(3) An annulus A whose topological boundary in 7o is a closed curve
freely homotopic to a component } of $7 where } _ A is a compact-annulus
neighborhood of }.
Moreover, given two components A and B, no essential simple closed curve
in A is freely homotopic to one in B.
Proof. Let x # pr&1(7=$), and let x be a generator of the infinite cyclic
group 1=$(x). By Lemma 4.1, the set B(x) of points y of int 0 with
dHint 0( y, x( y))=$ is a closed x-invariant disk in int 0 or a maximal
x -invariant line. B(x) is clearly invariant under 1=$(x), and B(x)/
pr&1(7(0, =$]).
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Let y be a point of B(x). Then x # 1=$( y), 1=$(x)/1=$( y), and x=ny
for a nonzero integer n. By Lemma 5.2, x=\1y , 1=$(x)=1=$( y) and
B(x)=B( y).
Suppose that B(x) & B( y){< for two points x, y # pr&1(7(0, =$]). Let z
be an intersection point, and by above we have 1=$(x)=1=$(z)=1=$( y) and
B(x)=B(z)=B( y). Therefore, we conclude that either B(x)=B( y) or
B(x) & B( y)=< holds for every pair of points x, y of pr&1(7 (0, =$]).
We claim that B(x) for each x belonging to pr&1(7(0, =$]) is a component
of pr&1(7 (0, =$]). Choose a constant =" such that =$<="<=RP2 . We have
1=$(x)/1="(x), and x is a multiple of . for a generator . of 1="(x). Then
by Lemma 5.2, .=\1x . Hence, 1="(x)=1=$(x), and we can choose x as
a generator of 1="(x).
We denote by B"(x) the set of points y of int 0 where dHint 0( y, .( y))="
for a generator . of 1="(x). Since . can be chosen to be x , B(x)/B"(x).
Since B"(x) contains all points less than (="&=$)2 away from B(x), B"(x)
is a neighborhood of B(x).
Let z be a point of pr&1(7(0, =$]). If z # B"(x), then 1=$(x)=1="(x)=
1="(z) by the above paragraphs. Since 1="(z)=1=$(z), z # B(x). Hence,
B"(x) & pr&1(7(0, =$])=B(x), and B(x) is relatively open in pr&1(7(0, =$]).
Since B(x) is closed in int 0, B(x) is a component of pr&1(7(0, =$]).
Since B(x) is a component, pr | B(x) is a covering map to a component
of 7(0, =$] for each x. Since .(B(x))=B(.(x)) for each element . of 1,
an above paragraph implies that .(B(x))=B(x) or .(B(x)) & B(x)=<.
Suppose that .(B(x))=B(x). By Lemma 4.1, bdB(x) in int 0 is a union of
one or two arcs. Since .(bd B(x))=bd B(x), and . is orientation preserving,
. acts on each component of bd B(x). Since x also acts on each component
of bd B(x), a multiple of . equals a multiple of x . By Lemma 5.2, .=nx
for a nonzero integer n, and . # 1=$(x). Therefore, pr | B(x) is an infinite
cyclic covering map onto pr(B(x)) such that pr( y)=pr(z) for y, z # B(x) if
and only if y=nx(z) for an integer n.
We have a following commutative diagram:
int 0 # B(x) pr | B(x) pr(B(x))/7o
int 0(x) ww
# q(B(x)) wwwh pr(B(x))/7o,
where q: int 0  int 0(x) is the quotient map, and h is the induced map
from pr | B(x). Since both q | B(x) and pr | B(x) are quotient maps, the
above paragraph implies that h is a homeomorphism. The above diagram
where B(x) is replaced by B"(x) and h by an appropriate homeomorphism
h": q(B"(x))  pr(B"(x)) is also commutative; hence, so is the diagram
where B(x) is replaced by int B"(x) and h by h" | q(int B"(x)). Hence, h is
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a restriction of a projective homeomorphism h" | q(int B"(x)). Thus, by
Lemma 4.1, components of 7(0, =$] are imbedded annuli or simple closed
geodesics of dH7o -length =$.
Let A be a component. Then by above paragraphs, A is homeomorphic
to a surface or a closed geodesic described in Lemma 4.1 by a restriction
of a projective homeomorphism. Clearly, if A corresponds to a closed
geodesic of Lemma 4.1(1), then A is as in (1). If A corresponds to a surface
of Lemma 4.1(2), then A is as in (2). (:) follows from Lemma 4.1(2) also.
Suppose that A corresponds to a surface of Lemma 4.1(3). Then since
7(0, =$] is closed in 7o (a well-known fact), so is the component A in 7o.
The boundary $A is a simple closed curve 7o. Since A is closed, a compo-
nent of 7o&$A is a subset of A. Hence, A is the closure of a component
of 7o&$A. Since A is an annulus, there is a component } of $7 so that
A _ } is a compact-annulus neighborhood of }, and (3) is proved.
Suppose that A and B are two components of 7(0, =$] . Choose respective
components A$ and B$ of pr&1(A) and pr&1(B). Then A$=B(x) for a point
x and B$=B( y) for another point y. If 1x & 1y has a nontrivial element,
Lemma 5.2 implies that x=
\1
y , and hence B(x)=B( y). Since
A$ & B$=<, 1x & 1y consists of the identity element only. Since this is true
for every choice of A$ and B$, x is conjugate to an element of 1y by no
element of 1. Hence, we see that an essential simple closed curve in A is
not freely homotopic to one in B.
Let us choose one essential simple closed curve from each component of
7(0, =$] . The simple closed curves are mutually disjoint, and no two are
freely homotopic by the above paragraph. Since 7 is a compact surface, the
collection of simple closed curves with these properties is finite. Therefore,
there are only finitely many components of 7(0, =$] .
6. THE PROOF OF COROLLARY A(;).
We begin the proof of Corollary A(;). Suppose (0, x, l ) is in a standard
position.
6.1. Lemma. Let r be a point of l such that dHint 0(x, r)k. Then the
efficient line l $ to l through r intersects with l in a d-angle bounded away
from 0 and ? by a positive constant c(k) depending only on k.
Proof. Suppose not. Then by Corollary 1.5, there is a sequence of
standard triples [(0i , x, l )] and a sequence of segments [si/int 0i ] with
the following properties:
(i) dHint 0i -length(si)=1.
(ii) Each si has two endpoints ri # l and qi # int 0i&l.
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(iii) dHint 0i(qi , l )=1 and d
H
int 0i(qi , ri)=1.
(iv) dHint 0i(ri , x)k.
(v) [si ] converges to a segment s in Cl(l ) in S2.
(We choose each si to be a subsegment of an efficient line.)
We may assume without loss of generality that [qi ] and [ri ] converge
to endpoints of s respectively. By condition (iv), [ri ] converges to a point
of l o. Let B be the standard bigon, including int 0i , and let the distance
dHB ( y, z) for distinct points y and z of B
o be given by log [o, s; z, y] where
o and s are the endpoints of the maximal segment in B containing y and z,
and y lies between o and z. (The cross ratio is set to 1 if o and s are antipodal.)
dHint 0(qi , ri) is greater than or equal to d
H
B (qi , ri). If [qi ] converges to an
endpoint of l, then dHB (qi , ri)  ; this implies a contradiction to (iii).
Thus, [qi ] converges to a point q of l o, and s/l o.
Recall from 92.2 that the interior int Q of the convex quadrilateral Q in
B with vertices [1, 0, 0], [0, 1, 0], [12, 12, 12], and [12, 12, &12] is
a subset of every first member 0$ of a standard triple (0$, x, l o). Since q
in l o, there exists an integer N such that qi # int Q for i>N. Moreover,
[dHint Q(qi , q): i>N ]  0, and [d
H
int Q(qi , l
o): i>N ]  0.
However, for each i, dHint Q( y, z)d
H
int 0i( y, z) for every two points y and z
in int Q. This contradicts (iii).
6.2. Lemma. Let H be a closed hemisphere in S2, and e its center with
respect to d. Suppose that l is a segment of d-length less than or equal to 7?8
in H, and p is a point of l & Br(e) where Br(e) is the closed d-ball of radius
r, 0<r<?2, with center e. Then
(i) One of the endpoints of l belong to Br$(e) for a constant
r$=arccos(cos(r) cos(7?16)), 0<r$<?2.
(ii) If a point q of l o satisfies d(q, $l )C for a positive constant C,
0<C<?2, then q # Br$(e) for a constant
r$=arccos(cos(r) cos(?2&C)), 0<r$<?2.
Proof. Given a triangle 2(ABC) in S2, let a, b, and c denote the
d-lengths of sides opposite to A, B, and C respectively. Then
cos(a)=cos(b) cos(c)+sin(b) sin(c) cos(MA).
The lemma follows from this formula when MA=?2.
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6.3. Let 0 be a convex domain in S2.
(a) Let l be a maximal line in int 0.
(b) Let p and q be points in the same component 01 of int 0&l.
(c) Let lp and lq be the efficient lines from p and q to l respectively.
(d) lp & lq=<.
Denote by p(0) and q(0) the points of intersection of l with lp and lq
respectively, for a number r, r>0, denote by p(r) the point on lp & 01
with dHint 0( p(0), p(r))=r, and denote by q(r) that on lq & 01 with
dHint 0(q(0), q(r))=r.
(e) Assume that the endpoints of the maximal line in int 0 contain-
ing p(r) and q(r) for r>0 belong to Cl(01)&Cl(l ).
Suppose dHint 0( p(0), q(0))== for 0<=<1. We claim that
dHint 0( p(r), q(r))=+C=(exp(r)&1)+C=
2(exp(r)&1)2 (6.1)
for an independent positive constant C.
Denote by $1 l and $2 l the endpoints of l so that p(0) is between $1 l and
q(0). Orienting l arbitrarily, we put (0, p(0), l) in a standard position. Let
t be the endpoint of lp lying in Cl(01), and let u be that of lq . Also let
O=$1 lt and S=$2 lu. By (e), the maximal extension of p(r) q(r) in Cl(0)
intersects with each of Oo and S o for r>0. Denote by o(r) and s(r) the
respective points of intersection. Let o(0)=$1 l and s(0)=$2 l.
It is clear that dHint 0( p(r), q(r))log[o(r), s(r); q(r), p(r)]. We will show
that
log[o(r), s(r); q(r), p(r)]=+C=(exp(r)&1)+C=2(exp(r)&1)2 (6.2)
for an independent positive constant C, which implies (6.1).
6.4. Since d( p(0), o(0)) = d( p(0), s(0)) = ?4, and the condition
dHint 0( p(0), q(0))<1 implies that d( p(0), q(0))<?6, we have
d( p(0), o(0)), d( p(0), s(0)), d(q(0), o(0)), d(q(0), s(0))>?12. (6.3)
If t=u, then we choose an arbitrary great circle S1 passing through t
not intersecting l. If t{u, then we let S1 to be the unique great circle
including tu. An open hemisphere E bounded by S1 includes l. Let e be the
center of E under d.
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Since the d-angle of lp with l is bounded away from 0 and ? by an inde-
pendent positive constant, d(t, [1, 0, 0]) is bounded below by a positive
independent constant. Similarly, so is d(u, [0, 1, 0]). Since t, u # bd 0,
d( p(0), tu )C for an independent positive constant C. Since tuo#S1 &
int 0, and d( p(0), bd 0)?6 by 92.2, d( p(0), S1)min[C, ?6]. Hence,
p(0) # Br(e) where r=?2&min[C, ?6].
Since the d-length of l is ?2, by Lemma 6.2, either o(0) or s(0) belongs
to Br$(e) where Br$(e), is the d-ball of radius
r$=arccos(cos(r) cos(7?16)), 0<r$<?2.
By Lemma 6.2(ii) and (6.3), q(0) # Br"(e) for an independent constant
r"=arccos(cos(r) cos(5?12)), 0<r"<?2.
Clearly, rr"r$. Therefore, p(0) and q(0) belong to BR(e) and one
of s(0) or o(0) belongs to BR(e) for an independent constant R=r$,
0<R<?2.
6.5. We assume that o(0) and s(0) belong to E. The proof of (6.2) for
the case when o(0) or s(0) do not belong to E is similar to the proof we
give below.
The hemisphere E has a natural affine structure (see Berger [1]). E has
an affine coordinate chart so that the y-axis corresponds to the line of
d-length ? passing through e parallel to l and the x-axis corresponds to
the line of d-length ? d-perpendicular to the y-axis at e. We choose the
coordinates so that the y-coordinate of p(0) is less than that of o(0) and the
x-coordinate of p(r) is greater than that of p(0) for r>0.
Let +E be the rectilinear Euclidean Riemannian metric on E with respect
to the coordinate chart agreeing with the standard spherical Riemannian
metric + at e, and let dE be the distance metric associated with +E . Then
it is clear that
dE (z, w)d(z, w) for every z, w # E. (6.4)
On BR(e), the metrics dE and d are compatible; that is, there exists an
independent positive constant C such that
+(v, w)+E (v, w)C+(v, w)
for every vectors v and w at a point of BR(e). Hence,
d(z, w)dE (z, w)Cd(z, w) (6.5)
for every points z, w of BR(e).
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6.6. We have Oo, S o, l, lp , lq/E. Under the affine coordinate chart of E,
the lines Oo and So are now parallel to lp and lq respectively, and Oo, S o,
lp , and lq are infinitely long. Let the x-coordinate of q(0) be q1, 0 , and the
y-coordinate of q(0) q2, 0 . We introduce a new (x$, y$)-coordinate system
where the new coordinates (x$, y$) and the old coordinates (x, y) of a point
satisfy x$=x&q1, 0 and y$= y&q2, 0 , making the (x$, y$)-coordinates of
q(0) (0, 0). Denote by p1(r) (resp. q1(r), s1(r), o1(r)) the x$-coordinate of
p(r) (resp. q(r), s(r), o(r)) and denote by p2(r) (resp. q2(r), s2(r), o2(r)) the
y$-coordinate of p(r) (resp. q(r), s(r), o(r)). We can describe Oo, So, lp & 01 ,
and lq & 01 as graphs of the following real-valued functions for x$ # (0, ):
O: y$=k1x$+o2(0),
lp : y$=k1x$+ p2(0),
lq : y$=k2x$,
S: y$=k2x$+s2(0).
(k1k2 since lp & lq=<.)
6.7. We now discuss bounds for some constants. By Lemma 6.1, lp and
lq intersect l in d-angles bounded away from 0 and ? by an independent
positive constant. Since p(0), q(0) # BR(e), |k1| and |k2| are bounded above
by an independent positive constant (see (6.5)).
Let c1=o2(0)& p2(0), c2=&s2(0), and =$=p2(0), which are positive
constants. Since c1=dE (o(0), p(0)) and c2=dE (q(0), s(0)), (6.3) and (6.4)
shows that c1 , c2>?12.
Since either o(0) or s(0) belongs to BR(e), c1 or c2 is bounded above by
an independent positive constant by (6.5). Since p(0) and q(0) belong to
BR(e), =$ is also bounded above by an independent positive constant.
Let l $p be the line lp&01 , and l $q the line lq&01 . Let c3 denote the
absolute value of the difference of the x$-coordinates of endpoints of l $p and
c4 that of l $q . Since (0, p(0), l ) is in a standard position, Cl(0) includes the
convex quadrilateral Q of 92.2. Since Cl(0)#Q, and d( p(0), q(0))<?6
(see (6.1)), the d-lengths of l $p and l $q are bounded below by an independent
positive constant. Hence, the dE-lengths of l $p and l $q are bounded below by
an independent constant by (6.4). Since the absolute values of the slopes of
l $p and l $q are bounded above, c3 , c4c0 for an independent positive
constant c0 .
Recall that p(0) belongs to BR(e). One of the endpoint of lp lies in S1 .
Since lp contains the point p(0) in BR(e) and the d-length of lp is less than
or equal to 7?8 (see 92.2), Lemma 6.2 implies that l $p belongs to a closed
d-ball Br$(e) for an independent constant r$ with 0<r$<?2. Hence, it
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follows (see (6.5)) that the dE-length of l $p is bounded above by an inde-
pendent positive constant. Therefore, so is c3 .
Recall also that q(0) # BR(e). Similarly to above, l $q/Br$(e). Thus, c4 is
bounded above by an independent constant.
Summarizing, we showed that c1 , c2 , c3 , and c4 are bounded below by
an independent positive constant, one of c1 or c2 is bounded above by an
independent constant, and |k1|, |k2|, c3 and c4 are bounded above by an
independent constant.
6.8. Let r be a positive number. Since p(r) and q(r) are at a distance r
from l,
r=log[( p1(r)+c3)c3]=log[(q1(r)+c4)c4];
thus, c4p1(r)=c3q1(r), and p1(r)=(c3 c4)q1(r). Let t=q1(r). Since r=
log((t+c4)c4), we have the relation t=c4(exp(r)&1) between the
variables t and r.
The (x$, y$)-coordinates of p(r) are ((c3 c4) t, k1(c3 c4) t+p2(0)) and
those of q(r) are (t, k2 t). The segment p(r) q(r) is vertical if c3=c4 , and if
c3{c4 , then the slope of p(r) q(r) is
s(r)=
((k1c3&k2c4) t+=$c4)
(c3&c4) t
.
Suppose c3=c4 . Then o2(r)=k1 t+c1+=$, p2(r)=k1 t+=$, q2(r)=k2 t, and
s2(r)=k2 t&c2 for each t. Hence,
[o(r), s(r); q(r), p(r)]=
o2(r)&q2(r)
s2(r)&q2(r)
s2(r)& p2(r)
o2(r)& p2(r)
=
(k1&k2) t+c1+=$
c2
(k1&k2) t+c2+=$
c1
=
(c1+=$)(c2+=$)
c1c2
+_ 1c1+
1
c2
+
2=$
c1 c2& (k1&k2) t
+
1
c1c2
(k1&k2)2 t2. (6.6)
Suppose c3{c4 . We find that:
o1(r)=(k2 t&c1&=$&s(r) t)(k1&s(r)),
s1(r)=(k2 t+c2&s(r) t)(k2&s(r)).
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By substituting for s(r),
o1(r)=
(c3&c4) k2 t&(c3&c4)(c1+=$)&(k1c3&k2c4) t&=$c4
k1(c3&c4)&(k1c3&k2c4)&=$c4 t
=
c3(k2&k1) t&(c3&c4) c1&=$c3
(k2&k1) c4&=$c4 t
,
s1(r)=
(c3&c4) k2 t+(c3&c4) c2&(k1c3&k2c4) t&=$c4
k2(c3&c4)&(k1 c3&k2 c4)&=$c4 t
=
c3(k2&k1) t+(c3&c4) c2&=$c4
(k2&k1) c3&=$c4 t
,
o1(r)&q1(r)=
c3(k2&k1) t+(c3&c4)(&c1)&=$c3&t(k2&k1) c4+=$c4
(k2&k1) c4&=$c4 t
=
(c3&c4)((k2&k1) t&c1&=$)
(k2&k1) c4&=$c4 t
,
s1(r)&q1(r)=
c3(k2&k1) t+(c3&c4) c2&=$c4&t(k2&k1) c3+=$c4
(k2&k1) c3&=$c4 t
=
(c3&c4) c2
(k2&k1) c3&=$c4 t
,
s1(r)& p1(r)=
c3(k2&k1) t+(c3&c4) c2&=$c4&(c3 c4) t(k2&k1) c3+=$c3
(k2&k1) c3&=$c4t
=
(c4&c3)((c3 c4)(k2&k1) t&c2&=$)
(k2&k1) c3&=$c4t
,
o1(r)& p1(r)=
c3(k2&k1) t&(c3&c4) c1&=$c3&(c3 c4) t(k2&k1) c4+=$c3
(k2&k1) c4&=$c4t
=
(c3&c4)(&c1)
(k2&k1) c4&=$c4 t
.
[o(r), s(r); q(r), p(r)]=
((k2&k1) t&c1&=$)((c3 c4)(k2&k1) t&c2&=$)
c1c2
=
(c1+=$)(c2+=$)
c1 c2
+_c3c4
1
c2
+
1
c1
+
(1+c3 c4) =$
c1c2 & (k1&k2) t
+
c3
c4
1
c1c2
(k1&k2)2 t2. (6.7)
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6.9. Recall that k2k1 , that c1 , c2 , and c4 are bounded below by an
independent positive constant, and that =$ and c3 are bounded above by an
independent positive constant. Hence, (6.6) and (6.7) imply that
log[o(r) s(r) q(r) p(r)]
log \(c1+=$)(c2+=$)c1c2 +C |k1&k2| t+C |k1&k2| 2 t2+ ,
t0, for an independent positive constant C. The equality
dHint 0( p(0), q(0))=log \(c1+=$)(c2+=$)c1 c2 + ,
and the estimate log(a+b)log(a)+b, a1, b0, show
log[o(r), s(r); q(r), p(r)]dHint 0( p(0), q(0))+|C(k1&k2) t |
+|C(k1&k2)2 t2|.
Since c3 , c4c0 and lp and lq do not intersect, |k1&k2|<(1c0) =$.
By Lemma 6.10, =$<2 min[c1 , c2]=; |k1&k2|<(2 min[c1 , c2]c0) =. Since
t=c4(exp(r)&1), and c4 and min[c1 , c2] are bounded above by an inde-
pendent constant,
log[o(r), s(r); q(r), p(r)]=+C=(exp(r)&1)+C=2(exp(r)&1)2
for an independent positive constant C. This completes the proof. K
6.10. Lemma. Let c1 , c2 , and =$ be positive real numbers, and let
==log \(c1+=$)(c2+=$)c1c2 + .
If 0=1, then =$min[c1 , c2](exp(1)&1) =.
Proof. Suppose that c2c1 . Then since (c1+=$)c11,
==log \(c1+=$)(c2+=$)c1 c2 +log \
c2+=$
c2 + .
From this, it follows that c2(exp(=)&1)=$. Since c2(exp(1)&1) =
c2(exp(=)&1) for 0=1, the inequality follows. If c1c2 , the inequality
follows similarly.
6.11. We prove (;) of Corollary A: Let A be a compact annulus
component of 7(0, =$] . By Lemma 4.1, A includes an essential simple closed
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geodesic :. Choose an arbitrary point x of bd A, a lift :~ of :, and the
corresponding deck transformation . Let l=Im(:~ ), which is an open
maximal line in 0, and let A$/0 be the component of pr&1(A) including
l, where A$ is invariant under  and pr: 0  7 is the quotient map.
Choose a point p of bd A$ corresponding to x. There is an efficient line
lp from p to l; (lp) is an efficient line from ( p) to l. We claim that
lp & (lp)=<. Suppose not. Let z be the intersection point of lp and (lp).
By Corollary 1.5, lp includes a shortest geodesic from z to l with respect to
dHint 0 , and, by the same corollary, (lp) includes a shortest geodesic from
z to l with respect to dHint 0 . Hence, the d
H
int 0-length of the geodesic in lp
from z to l equals that of the geodesic in (lp) from z to l. However, since
 is an isometry of dHint 0 , each point a of lp is mapped by  to a point b
of (lp) such that the dHint 0-length of the shortest geodesic in lp from a to
l equals that of the shortest geodesic in (lp) from b to l. This implies a
contradiction that z is fixed under . Thus, l, lp , (lp), and 0 satisfy condi-
tions (a)(d) of 96.3. Condition (e) follows from 93.6.
Since x # bd A, dHint 0( p, ( p))==$. Since d
H
7o -length(:)<= RP2<1, (6.1)
shows
=$=dHint 0( p, ( p))d
H
7o -length(:)(1+C(exp(r)&1)+C(exp(r)&1)
2),
where r is the distance of p from l and C is an independent positive
constant. Thus
exp(r)\1C \
=$
dH7o-length(:)
&1++14+
12
+12,
\1C \
=$
dH7o -length(:)
&1++1+
12
,
r
1
2
log \1C \
=$
dH7o -length(:)
&1++1+ .
We used the inequality (x+14)12+12(x+1)12 for x0. Since
l(A)2r, Corollary A(;) follows.
7. THE COMPACTNESS
7.1. Let us give some topological preliminary. Let S be a differentiable
closed surface of negative Euler characteristic. (By curves in this section, we
mean regular curves unless stated otherwise.) Let us choose a collection of
essential simple closed curves :1 , ..., :m on S with the following properties:
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v No two :i and :j are freely homotopic for i, j, 1i< jm.
v For some n, 1n<m, :1 , ..., :n form a maximal collection of
disjoint essential simple closed curves with the above property.
v :i and :j intersect minimally for every i and j with 1i< jm (see
Casson-Bleiler [3] for definition).
v Each component of S&1im :i is an open disk.
We say that two essential closed curves : and ; in S intersect essentially
in homotopy if each closed curve freely homotopic to : intersects with every
closed curve freely homotopic to ;. Otherwise, we say that they intersect
trivially in homotopy. If two simple closed curves : and ; intersect mini-
mally and trivially in homotopy, then the image of : and ; are disjoint.
The second, third, and fourth conditions and this fact imply that given
:i for 1im, there exists :j , 1 jm, that intersects essentially in
homotopy with :i .
Lemma. Given an arbitrary essential simple closed curve #, there is at
least one :i , i=1, ..., m, intersecting essentially in homotopy with #.
Proof. If # is freely homotopic to :i for i=1, ..., m, then the conclusion
is true by the above paragraph. Suppose that # is freely homotopic to no
:i for i=1, ..., m. Suppose that # intersects trivially in homotopy with every
:i . For given i, we can reduce the number of intersections of # with :i
without increasing the number of intersection with :j for each j{i. This is
possible since given a disk D bounded by an arc a in :i and an arc b in
# with common endpoints, any :j , j{i, entering the disk D from a leaves
D at a point of b. Therefore, we can find a simple closed curve #$ freely
homotopic to # and disjoint from each :i for i=1, ..., m. This means that
#$ is in a component of S&mi=1 :i , which is an open disk. This contradicts
the fact that # is essential. (See [3] and [16].)
7.2. Lemma. Let :$1 , ..., :$m be simple closed curves freely homotopic to
:1 , ..., :m respectively. Suppose that for every i and j with 1i< jm,
the curves :$i and :$j intersect minimally. Then each component of
S&(:$1 _ } } } _ :$m) is an open disk.
Proof. Suppose that a component R is not an open disk. Then R
includes a simple closed curve : essential in R. Since : is disjoint from
every :$i for i=1, ..., m, the curve : is trivial in homotopy in S by
Lemma 7.1. Hence, : bounds a disk D in S. Since : is disjoint from :$i for
each i, i=1, ..., m, if :$i intersect Do, then :$i/Do. Since :$i is not trivial in
homotopy, Do is disjoint from :$i for each i=1, ..., m. Thus, Do/R. This
contradicts the fact that : is essential in R.
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7.3. Let Ci , i=1, ..., n, be regular neighborhoods of :i homeomorphic
to annuli which are disjoint from one another. A Dehn twist of S (along
:1 , ..., :n) is a self-homeomorphism with every point of S&ni=1Ci fixed
and which restricted to each Ci is given by [r, %]  [r, %+2Nir?] where
r, 1r2, and % are obvious coordinates given on Ci and Ni is an integer
(see [3; p. 2]). (If N1= } } } =Nn=0), then the Dehn twist is the identity
map of S.)
Let T be a self-homeomorphism of S such that each :i , i=1, ..., m, is
mapped to a simple closed curve :$i freely homotopic to :i . We will prove
that T is an isotopy. There exists an isotopy i such that i b T fixes every
point of :i , i=1, ..., n. It is straightforward to show that there exists an
isotopy i $ so that i $ b i b T becomes a Dehn twist.
We claim that i $ b i b T is the identity map of S; hence T is an isotopy.
Suppose not. Then T $, T $=i$ b i b T, is a Dehn twist with Nj{0 for some
j, 1 jn. By Lemma 7.1, there exists k, n<k, so that :k intersects :j
minimally with nonempty intersection. :k intersects minimally with each of
:1 , ..., :n ; hence, so does its image T $(:k) with each of :1 , ..., :n , which are
their own images under T $. Since the twisting number of T $(:k) is different
from that of :k at :j , T $(:k) is not freely homotopic to :k by Dehn’s
Theorem [15; Theorem 1.2.1]. This contradicts the assumption, and T is
an isotopy.
7.4. Let a closed surface S have a projective structure & so that S with
& is a convex projective surface. Then there is a development pair (dev, h)
associated with &, where dev: S  S2 is an imbedding onto a simply convex
open domain 0 by Lemma 1.5 and 91.4 in [5] (see Proposition 3.1 in [9]).
For each deck transformation , its holonomy h() is hyperbolic and an
attractor and a repeller of h() lie in bd 0. The points are endpoints of a
maximal line l in 0 invariant under , and l corresponds to a closed
geodesic : in S (see [14], 94.1 in [8], and Theorem 3.2 in [9]).
Let *1 and *2 be the eigenvalues corresponding to the attractor and
the repeller of h() respectively. Since dH& -length(:)=log(*1 *2),
dH& -length(:) is a continuous function on the subset of elements of
SL\(3, R) of the form h$() for some holonomy h$ of a convex projective
structure &$ on S.
7.5. We will make some estimates for P(S; C):1, ..., :m (see the introduc-
tion) here and in 97.6 before proving Theorem C.
Lemma. Suppose that & corresponds to an element of P(S; C):1, ..., :m .
Then there exists a positive constant C"(C) depending only on C such that
for every essential closed curve ;, we have dH& -length([;])C"(C).
Proof. Let us choose a fixed real number =$ such that 0<=$<=RP2 .
Suppose that for an essential closed curve ; we have dH& -length([;])<=$.
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By Proposition B, there exists an essential closed geodesic ;" in the free
homotopy class [;] with the above minimum length, and an essential
simple closed piecewise &-geodesic ;$, mapping into the image of ;". It
follows easily that
dH& -length(;$)d
H
& -length(;")<=$,
and ;$ is included in a compact annulus component A;$ of the thin part
S(0, =$] of S with &. By Lemma 7.1, there exists :i that intersects with ;$
essentially in homotopy. Clearly, the closed &-geodesic :$i freely homotopic
to :i includes a &-geodesic segment in A;$ connecting the two components
of $A;$ . Thus, by Corollary A,
CdH& -length(:$i)l(A;$)
log \ 1C RP2 \
=$
dH& -length(;$)
&1++1+ .
Thus
dH& -length(;$)
=$
CRP2(exp(C)&1)+1
.
We choose C"(C) to be the number in the right side of the inequality, and
the proof is completed.
7.6. Choose a base point p of S and a fixed set of generators #1 , ..., #w
of ?1(S). We say that two imbedded piecewise-regular graphs in S are in
the same based-isotopy class if there is a topological isotopy of S fixing p
that maps one graph onto the other. Suppose that we have finitely many
piecewise-regular imbedded graphs K1 , ..., Km in S containing p such that
the components of S&Ki are open disks for each i, i=1, ..., m. Then it is
possible to choose a minimum integer N such that for every i, i=1, ..., w,
and j, j=1, ..., m, #i contains a representative closed piecewise-regular curve
#i, j in Kj based at p such that the maximum of the absolute degrees of #i, j
to Kj is less than N. The integer N depends only on #1 , ..., #w and the based-
isotopy classes of K1 , ..., Km .
Choose a point p* of S corresponding to p, and let :$1 be the component
arc containing p* of the inverse image of :1 in S . Let 6(S; C):1, ..., :m be the
set of pairs (&, (dev, h)) where & is a projective structure corresponding to
an element of P(S; C):1, ..., :m such that :1 is a &-geodesic, and (dev, h) is a
development pair of & such that (dev(S ), dev( p*), dev(:$1)) is in a standard
position. (Since & is convex, dev(S ) is a simply convex open domain in RP2,
and since :1 is a closed &-geodesic, dev(:$1) is an open maximal line.)
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Lemma. Let (&, (dev, h)) be an arbitrary element of
6(S; C):1, ..., :m .
Then dSL\(3, R )(Id, h(#j))C$(C) for j=1, ..., w and a positive constant
C$(C) depending only on C and [:1], ..., [:m], #1 , ..., #w .
Proof. Let P denote the set of all convex projective structures ‘ such
that :1 is ‘-geodesic, and let ‘ # P. Each closed curve :i is realized by a
closed ‘-geodesic :$‘, i by Proposition B. Every two :$‘, i and :$‘, k for
1i<km intersect minimally by Proposition 2.2 in [6]. Note :1=:$‘, 1 .
Let K‘=mi=1:$‘, i . Clearly, K‘ % p. Then Lemma 7.2 implies that each
component of S&K‘ is an open disk. The set K‘ forms a graph where each
edge corresponds to a connected subset of :$‘, i for some i, and the vertices
are the intersection points of :$‘, 1 , ..., :$‘, m . (K‘ is not necessarily a simple
graph.) Let N be the maximum of the absolute values of the geometric
intersection numbers of :i with :j while 1i< jm. N depends only on
the free homotopy classes [:1], ..., [:m]. Since :$‘, 1 , ..., :$‘, m intersect mini-
mally with one another, it is easy to show that the number of vertices of
K‘ is bounded above by Nm2, and, similarly, so is the number of edges
of K‘ .
Since the number of vertices and edges of K‘ and the open disks that are
components of S&K‘ are bounded above by Nm2, the number of possible
combinatorial incidence patterns of p, :$‘, 1 , ..., :$‘, m and the closures of
components of S&K‘ is finite as ‘ varies over the elements of P ; in fact,
an upper bound N$ depends only on Nm2. If the combinatorial incidence
patterns for K‘ and K‘$ for ‘, ‘$ # P are the same, then there is a self-
homeomorphism T of S sending K‘ to K‘$ and each :$‘, i to :$‘$, i , i=1, ..., m,
and fixing p. By 97.3, T is an isotopy fixing p. Therefore, there are only
finitely many based-isotopy classes of K‘ as ‘ varies over the elements of P.
Let K1 , ..., KN" , N"N$, denote the representatives of the possible
based-isotopy classes of K‘ for ‘ # P. Thus, it is possible to choose a mini-
mum integer I such that for every i, i=1, ..., w and k, k=1, ..., N", each #i
contains a representative piecewise-regular closed curve #i, k in Kk based at
p such that the maximum of the absolute degrees of #i, k to Kk is less than
I. The integer I depends only on #1 , ..., #w and the based-isotopy classes of
K1 , ..., KN" . Hence, each #i contains a representative piecewise-regular
closed curve #‘, i in K‘ based at p such that the absolute degree of #‘, i to
K‘ is less than I.
Since (&, (dev, h)) # 6(S; C):1, ..., :m , and the d
H
& -length of each :$i is
bounded above by C, the dH& -length of each #&, j is bounded above by ImC
for each j. Hence, Lemma 3.5 implies the result. K
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7.7. We now begin the proof of Theorem C. (The argument is similar
to [7].) Let [xi # P(S; C):1, ..., :m] be a sequence. We will find a sub-
sequence [xj(i)] of [xi ] and a point x of
Hom(?1(S), SL(3, R))SL(3, R)
to which [hol(xj(i))] converges, and show that there is an element x of
P(S; C):1, ..., :m such that hol(x)=x. This implies the sequential compact-
ness of hol(P(S; C):1, ..., :m). Since hol(P(S)) is a Hausdorff real analytic
manifold by Proposition 3.4 of Goldman [9], hol(P(S; C):1, ..., :m) is com-
pact. Again by Proposition 3.4 in [9], P(S; C):1, ..., :m is compact.
Choose a representative projective structure &i of xi on S so that :1 is
geodesic and passes through p. (This can be achieved by an isotopy if
necessary.) Let l1 be the component arc in S of the inverse image of :1
containing a point p* of S corresponding to p. Associated with each &i ,
there is a development pair (devi , hi). For each i, we choose dev i so that the
triple
(devi (S ), devi ( p*), dev i (l1))
is in a standard position.
There is a constant cC and a function c$C : ?1(S)  R+ depending only on
C, :1 , ..., :m , and the choice of generators #1 , ..., #w such that for each
element , {Id, of ?1(S),
cCdSL\(3, R )(Id, hi ())c$C(). (7.1)
Let  # ?1(S). Clearly,  can be written as a word in #1 , ..., #w . Then since
dSL\(3, R ) is left-invariant, by Lemma 7.6 dSL\(3, R )(Id, )w() C$(C)
where w() is the minimal word-length of . The second inequality follows.
The first inequality follows from 97.4 and Lemma 7.5.
We now choose a subsequence [&j(i)] of [&i ]. By the above claim and
92.3, we may choose as follows:
(a) [Cl(0j(i))] converges to a compact simply convex disk 0 .
(b) [hj(i)] converges to a representation h # Hom(?1(S), SL(3, R)).
The inequality (7.1) implies that
cCdSL\(3, R )(Id, h())c$C() (7.2)
when {Id. Hence, h is an injective map onto a discrete subgroup of
SL(3, R), and h(?1(S)) is a discrete torsion-free subgroup of SL(3, R).
Since int 0 has a metric dHint 0 and h(?1(S)) acts as an isometry group,
h(?1(S)) acts properly discontinuously and freely on int 0 . Since h is
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injective, there exists a diffeomorphism f from S to the quotient space of
int 0 by the action of h(?1(S)) so that the induced map f *: ?1(S) 
h(?1(S)) equals h . Let the projective structure on this quotient surface
pulled back to S by f be denoted by & . Then a holonomy homomorphism
of & equals h . Let x be the element of
Hom(?1(S), SL(3, R))SL(3, R)
corresponding to h . Clearly, [hol(xj(i))] converges to x. Let x be
the element of P(S) corresponding to & . Then it follows (see 97.4)
that x # P(S; C):1, ..., :n , and hol(x)=x. This completes the proof of
Theorem C.
7.8. Proof of Theorem D. By Proposition 3.4 of Goldman [9],
hol | P(S): P(S)  Hom(?1(S), SL(3, R))SL(3, R)
is a homeomorphism to an open subset. Since P(S) is connected by
Goldman [9], hol(P(S)) must lie in the Teichmu ller component.
Let
q: Hom(?1(S), SL(3, R))  Hom(?1(S), SL(3, R))SL(3, R)
be the quotient map under the conjugation action, and let P=
q&1(hol(P(S))). Since hol(P(S)) is open, P is open. We show that P is
closed. Let [xi ] be a sequence of points in P converging to an element x.
Then xi is a holonomy homomorphism of a convex structure &i . Since [xi ]
is convergent, xi lies in a bounded subset of
Hom(?1(S), SL(3, R))/SL(3, R) g,
where SL(3, R) g has the product metric obtained from the standard left-
invariant metric on SL(3, R) (see the introduction). Since xi is bounded,
q(xi) # hol(P(S; C):1, ..., :n)
for some constant C, C>0. Thus by Theorem C,
q(x) # hol(P(S; C):1, ..., :n).
Hence, x # P, and P is closed; hol(P(S)) is a component of
Hom(?1(S), SL(3, R))SL(3, R).
(Compare with [7].) K
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